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This invention relates to lightiété; 556ts of Qgly, the gubber band,9ft approximately ankle" height which are partict Giulig 5 tie bigg 
isfy suitable for the attire of ladies. These bo in a 
are so light in náture that they 'f . . . . . 
up and carried in a lady's pirse 
protection not only for the lady's 
for the ankle portions of her stocki 
larly directly in back where splishing is lost aipt 
to take place. These ladies' boots are fabricated accordiig to the process disclosed in application 
Serial No. 84,952, filed April 1, 1949, for "Rubber 
Footwear, now Patent Number 2,617,208, grant- w... . . . . 
ed November 11, 1952; anti application Serial No. Viswiftistratifi 
130,504 filed December 1, 1949, for “RubberBoot.' iiig. théruiser 

éfeet 
: 
Ot 

odiheit of the inventifi Gitelevational view of thé566t 

he preferrginie pié&ipla 
Stace, abandoned. 15 figure4 is afragmentary frontevational view 
one of the problems which is solved by the showit 5: stretched Shiitish 

ldy's 3oot of this invention is that of the diffi- the 35tshishii Figures aii.2 o 
cility of drawing the boot over the foot-aid shoe. igsprefer ly is 
If the ankleportion of an ordinafy bobti is suffi- in the patet a 
ciently loose’so that the boot is easily drawn-over 20 tiejö6t .3: S 
the foot and shoe, then the fit about thie ankle is stion in these figures, the isiniotidinly sloppy but the ankle efveloping: sleeve siased by citing this latex isite 
tends to wrinkle and fall down like a loosé’so?k. material is not wasted, however, Siri 
Ifdn. the other hand, the fit over the ariklep6r- be described later arecitotito 
tion is snug, then it is difficult for the lady to 25 specifically, the present boit 
pit the bodition. aridia back peaked flag whithiai ated r 
Due to the light nature of the latex film from spectively at O' and FF. At the two sides of the 

which the boot is fabricated, it is not practical boot where these two flaps meet; the rubber mia 
or céivenient to use laciags-buckles, zippersior terial is cut-out circularly to relieve it of stresses 
otherheavy fastenings such as aire-conventitially 36 caused by stretching. The two peaked flaps fo 
employed for high Shoes, boots and galoshes, and if comprise splash guards which are designed 
and further, the necessity of manipulating any to protect ladies' stockings, the back one being 
type of tightening or fastening device adds per- higher than the front one. The back flap, in 
ceptibly to the inconvenience to the wearer of the addition, serves as a convenient handle to assist 
article, particularly if manual operations in the 35 in slipping the boot on. 
vicinity of the feet are difficult or arduous for the The lower portions of the boot, that is, the 
Wearer, as often happens in cases of arthritis and shoe envelope, indicated at 2, may be made in 
obesity. Y. different styles to conform to different shoe 
The present invention solves this difficulty by shapes, as desired. The sleeve portion of the boot, 

providing a simple rubber tie which may be dis- 40 indicated at 3, which rises from the shoe en 
posed in any location about the ankle section of velope is made sufficiently large circumferentially 
the boot. The rubber tie, itself, comprises a linear so that the boot can be pulled over a shoe easily. 
rubber band which has two flared ends. This tie This extra material is gathered, in the instance 
is passed through spaced apertures in the ankle shown, at the front of the boot by a tie, indicated 
portion, the length of the rubber band and the 45 generally at 4. It will be understood, however, 
spacing of the apertures being such as to provide that the tie may be placed in any position around 
a gathering action. The flared ends take the the sleeve; the position being dependent upon 
place of knots to prevent the band from sliding the styling desired. For example, ties may be 
through the apertures. Therefore, the unre- placed on the two outer sides of a pair of boots, 
stricted circumference of the ankle portion of 50 or even at the backs if desired. In the preferred 
the boot may be sufficient to permit the boot to embodiment, the tie comprises a rubber lineal 
be put on very easily, yet the gathering provides band portion 5 and a pair of flared ends 6. The 
a Snug fit about the ankle and otherwise improves ends may be configurated as desired for different 
the appearance of the boot. The boot stretches styling effects, as long as a shoulder portion such 
more easily because of the gathering due to the 55 as the one shown at 7 is provided between the 
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relatively narrow lineal band portion 5 and the 
flared ends. 
The rubber tie is threaded into place as shown 

in Figure 3. Two pairs of apertures 8 are cut 
through the latex material, in this instance at 
the front, with the pairs being spaced apart a 
sufficient distance so that when the tie 4 is in 
place as shown in Figure 2, the excess material 
of the sleeve is gathered in a pleat between them. 
The amount of material so gathered is depend 
ent upon the spacing of the shoulder portions 

of the ties, this distance being Substantially 
less than the distance between the outer aper 
tures of each pair 8 to provide a Snug fit. When 
the material is gathered, the lineal band portion 
5 of the tie is relaxed, however, when the boot 

is pulled over a shoe, it is only this portion of 
the boot that is stretched. The sleeve material 
between the pairs of apertures being gathered, 
Simply unfolds. This condition is shown in Fig 
ure 4. 

It will be appreciated that the resistance to 
stretching offered by the relatively thin band 5 
is very slight when compared by the resistance 
offered by the boot material. Thus, by making 
the sleeve portion of the boot, large enough to 
slip Over a shoe Without binding, and utilizing 
the tie disclosed, the boots of this invention are 
quite easy to put on and take off; but, at the 
same time, when on, fit the ankle of the wearer 
Snugly. Besides these utilitarian features, the 
boots of this invention are susceptible to many 
modifications in styling. The boots are quite 
attractive with the gathered pleat located at the 
front as shown; but in addition to this, by uti 
lizing the principles of the invention, pleats of 
other types may be formed at other places, and 
thus, this, in combination with different config 
urations for the upper end of the sleeve, makes 
possible an endless variety of, styling changes. 
Also, as has been suggested above, the flaps at 
the two ends of the tie may be cut in different 
shapes as desired. 

Having described my invention, I claim: 
In a light-weight boot made of stretchable ma-. 

terial, Said boot having an ankle protecting sleeve 
which is Sufficiently large circumferentially to 
slip over a shoe without binding, a tie for said 
sleeve adapted to gather said sleeve to provide 
a Snug fit about the ankle of the wearer, said tie 
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4. 
being made of readily stretchable elastic sheet 
material configurated to provide a band portion 
terminating in flared end portions, said flared 
end portions providing shoulders at the respec 
tive ends of Said band portion, said sleeve hav 
ing two pairs of apertures spaced apart circum 
ferentially, the two most distantly spaced aper 
tures of the respective pairs of apertures being 
Spaced apart a distance Substantially greater 
than the length of the band portion of the tie 
When said tie is unstretched, the respective aper 
tures being no greater in diameter than the 
width of said band portion when the sleeve por 
tion of the boot is unrestricted but of Sufficient 
diameter to permit a faired end portion of the 
tie to be forcibly threaded therethrough upon 
stretching of the sleeve material to enlarge the 
apertures and upon stretching a flared end por 
tion of the tie lengthwise to decrease its width, 
said tie being threaded through both pairs of 
apertures and disposed With the flared end por 
tions thereof exposed outside of the sleeve and 
with the shoulders at the respective ends of the 
band portion adjacent the two most distantly 
Spaced of the apertures of the respective pairs to 
prevent the flared end portions from being with 
drawn through the apertures upon stretching of 
the band portion incident to the slipping of the 
boot over a shoe. 

JOE. J. MARX. 
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